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ABSTRACT 

 
The notion of a quantum computer is no longer just theoretical. It is the most significant technology in the 
world, and nations are competing to become the leaders in quantum computing. The computing time will 
be cut down from years to hours or even minutes thanks to technology. The scientific community will 
greatly benefit from the capabilities of quantum computing. It does, however, represent severe risks to 
cyber security. All encryption algorithms are theoretically prone to damage. Compared to RSA-based 
cryptosystems, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is quicker, more effective, and more sensitive to quantum 
attacks. Standard ECC is still unworthy of establishing a secure network connection, nonetheless. The 
improved ECC method is used to extend the communication strategy, reconfiguring the message with the 
number of cipher-text from both sides. Therefore, we need to carefully evaluate the quantum security of 
EECC to prepare for the advent of quantum computers. In this, work a new strategy (CQAEECC) known as 
a collaborative quantum-assisted Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography (EECC) to protect the transmission 
of information across networks. The mechanism of merging cryptographic methods and the private key is 
retrieved from the Quantum Cryptography used by Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography to ensure greater 
security over networks. The novel cryptography is compared with standard algorithms and the results show 
that it is one of the most efficient public key cryptosystems (PKC) for desirable security. Thereupon, the 
proposed method has the ability to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability over the network. 
Keywords: Quantum Computing, Public Key Cryptography, Elliptic Curve Cryptography. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
New advances in quantum computing have shown 
the flaws in the traditional public cryptosystem. In 
response to this security problem, the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has 
begun searching for a post-quantum encryption 
technique that is resistant to the design of potential 
quantum computers. When practical quantum 
computers having millions of qubits of capacity 
become available, they would be capable of 
breaking almost all current public-key cryptography 
methods. We need to be prepared with quantum-
safe cryptography algorithms, tools, methodologies, 
and deployment approaches to preserve the ICT 
infrastructure before quantum computers with 
enough "qubit" capacity become available. The key 
distribution issue is resolved by public key 
cryptography (PKC) [1], yet it is thought to be 
computationally costly. Because of the exponential 

growth in processing power, most conventional 
encryption techniques became ineffective. In order 
to maintain security, the RSA algorithm—which is 
still extensively used worldwide—now needs 
extremely big keys. For PKC, elliptic curve 
cryptography (ECC) [2] is a chosen method. It 
needs a key that is 160 bits or longer to be deemed 
safe, although other PKC algorithms allow for 
considerably larger key sizes to reach the same 
degree of security; for example, the RSA 
cryptosystem requires a 1024-bit key to attain the 
same level of security [3]. ECC is now used for a 
wide range of purposes, including digital 
signatures, operating systems, financial 
applications, and communications. Accelerating the 
elliptic curve calculations has become essential, 
particularly with the advancements in quantum 
computing and the potential risks this technology 
poses to present cryptosystems. There is no data 
encryption or decoding involved in quantum 
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cryptography. It simply uses light polarity to 
transfer a shared secret key among two parties. 
Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography is used in 
Quantum Cryptography for both data encryption 
and decryption. In order to secure data transfer 
across networks, collaborative quantum-assisted 
cryptography using Extended Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography is created in this study. In this study 
a new cryptography model was developed by 
combining Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
with Quantum cryptography to enhance the 
security. The mechanism of merging cryptographic 
methods and the private key is retrieved from the 
Quantum Cryptography used by Extended Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography to ensure greater security over 
networks. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows section 2 presents related works. The 
necessary methods and concepts are shown in 
Section 3. The suggested technique is described in 
Section 4. Section 5 describes the outcomes and 
evaluation. Section 6 concludes the research. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 

The elliptic curve encryption strategy is an 
encryption technique that has been suggested by 
[4]. This method divides the data into many 
segments. As a result, the encryption process is 
repeated with different keys, and it is subsequently 
decrypted using the same key. [4] recommend 
using a Quantum authenticated key distribution 
method to handle key distribution. Additionally, it 
was intended to guarantee that the communication 
groups were both formal and intuitive. For the 
protocol's authentication component, the 
participants depend on a 3rd party. Therefore, the 
suggested method may be used to network systems 
which handle the sensitive data, such as those in 
use by research institutions, the army, and 
healthcare providers. In order to ensure authenticity 
and safe key distribution, they utilized polarized 
photons at levels of juxtaposition, which provide a 
strong defense against a variety of attacks. [6] In 
combination with Shamir's (t, n) secure 
communication, A (t, n) threshold quantum 
cryptosystem (or (t, n)-QSS) proposes exchanging 
mixed conventional content and quantum states 
depending on monolithic phase shift function on the 
mono qubit. Its secret reconfiguration ensures 
authenticity. The framework minimizes 
eavesdropping by using false photons and the 
confidential value in Shamir's technique as the 
hidden value. Tests show that it is hence strong 
against competing risks such as entangled swapping 
assaults, entangle-and-measure threats, and 
intercept-and-resend threats. The proposed solution 

that includes a authentication common form, a 
protected secret key change, and renewal protects 
against several types of cyberattacks, including 
forging, replay, masquerade, internal, and 
prediction. The suggested method improves 
verification and offers superior privacy in mobile 
ad hoc networks. [7] attempted to compare QGA 
(Quantum Genetic Algorithms), which executed 25 
times and again for 500 iterations, with genetic 
algorithms. The general difficulty of QGA appears 
to lie on the O(N) measure, where N is the whole 
population. Conversely, a GA's hardness has been 
measured on a scale an O (N2). As a consequence, 
the complexity is reduced to a linear state. [8] 
Identify the vehicle identity verification security 
problem and provide a quantum defensive 
mechanism for vehicular ad hoc networks 
(VANETs). It is based on the BB84 quantum 
secure-key exchange method and quantum physics. 
Furthermore, the special quantum system is able to 
ward off the majority of attacks aimed at VANETs. 
Additionally, because the recommended quantum 
technique addresses the issues of reliability and 
security, all cars may be connected. Moreover, by 
skillfully using aspects of quantum physics, their 
proposed system offers special advantages 
including irreversibility, identity revocation, and 
remote identity verification. 
 
3. METHODS AND CONCEPTS 

The section first describes the important methods 
and concepts involved for a better understanding of 
the complete study.  
3.1 Cryptography 

Cryptography is a technique that creates a protected 
communication channel among 2 parties in order to 
secure data while unauthorized users are present. 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) invented this method. In 
cryptography, the two operations that are performed 
by both the sender and the recipient are encryption 
and decryption. Cryptographic techniques fall into 
two main categories: symmetric and asymmetric. 
Figure 1 depicts the whole classification of 
cryptographic methods. A single key is all that is 
needed for the decryption and encryption of data in 
symmetric cryptography. This approach requires 
the utilization of a private key. This alludes to the 
need for a private key be kept secret and distributed 
only to senders and recipients who have the proper 
authorization. Figure 2a depicts the symmetric 
cryptography process, whereas Figure 2b shows the 
asymmetric cryptography process in a similar 
manner. 
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Asymmetric cryptography sometimes 
referred to as public key cryptography, utilizes a 
key pair for both decryption & encryption. The pair 
of keys includes one publicly available key. For 
encryption, the sender would utilize a public key, 
and the receiver would utilize a private key that 
they alone know [9]. The functioning of an 
asymmetric cryptography system is shown in 
Figure 2b. 

Symmetric key algorithms are very 
effective and simple to use. Key management is a 
difficult problem in symmetric cryptography, 
however. Before starting a conversation, the two 
parties need to exchange the key. The most 
common attacks on symmetric cyphers are chosen-

plaintext, known-plaintext, linear, and differential 
cryptanalysis. Algorithm for Asymmetric 
Cryptography: An asymmetric cryptography 
algorithm uses two keys, one for each party. One of 
the keys is kept private, or secret, while the other is 
made available to the public, or the public key. A 
public-key algorithm is another name for an 
asymmetric cryptography method. Data is 
encrypted through sender utilizing a public key, and 
it is decrypted by the recipient utilizing a private 
key. Asymmetric encryption methods often need 
more processing power and time due to their 
resource-intensive nature. 
 
 

 
 

(a)  

(b) 

Figure 1. The Classification of Cryptography Methods 
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Figure 2. The process framework of Symmetric and Asymmetric Cryptography 

3.1.1 quantum cryptography 

With its unfathomable processing capacity, 
quantum computers are quickly becoming a reality 
[10]. We need to think about how Internet security 
will change as quantum computing capacity grows 
in the near future. Based on the ideas of quantum 
theory, quantum computing is a technology that 
processes information much more quickly than 
traditional computer methods. Quantum computers 
can exploit classical cryptography schemes with 
perfect impunity. The current IT infrastructure will 
become entirely hazardous as a result of the shift to 
quantum computing, necessitating the creation of 
quantum-resistant or quantum-safe cryptographic 
techniques. Given the capabilities of quantum 
computing, a great deal of research is being done to 
find solutions to the challenging issues in 
contemporary cryptography. This work is 

anticipated to have a major influence on the 
security of the existing conventional public key 
cryptosystems in future. Public key primitives are 
in danger because of recent advancements in 
quantum computing, which may solve complicated 
cryptographic issues in polynomial time. Adopting 
protocols and algorithms that are specifically 
intended to resist the attacks of quantum computers 
is important. These techniques usually depend on 
mathematical puzzles that are challenging for 
computers, both classical & quantum. Asymmetric 
cryptographic approaches which are resistant to 
assaults from a quantum computer are known as 
post-quantum cryptography or PQC. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3. Quantum Computing 
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The most secure cryptosystem in the world is 
created by the fascinating field of quantum 
cryptography, which makes use of quantum 
physics. Given that no system can have its quantum 
state discovered without alerting it, photons and 
their fundamental quantum properties are the 
foundation of quantum cryptography, which uses 
them to construct an unbreakable cryptosystem. It 
cannot be compromised without the knowledge of 
the communication's sender and receiver. The 
foundation of quantum cryptography is the photons 
utilization, the smallest individual particles in 
nature. These photons are capable of being in 

several states at once, and their conditions only 
change when they are quantized. This is the main 
property that quantum cryptography methods make 
use of. The sender or recipient detects the change in 
photon status immediately when a message is sent 
along a channel from sender to recipient and an 
adversary tries to intercept the transmission. 
Furthermore, there is a kind of approach that 
utilizes the property of quantum entanglement. 
Because of a phenomenon known as quantum 
entanglement, which occurs even when two 
quantum particles or photons are physically 
separated, every change in one causes a 

change in the other, it becomes simpler to detect 
intrusions in networks. 

4. PROPOSED METHOD: CQAEECC 

The proposed scheme is described in terms of 
Preliminaries, the System Methods, Formal 
Method, while the construction of the proposed 
model is described below. 
 

4.1. Preliminaries 

In this section, we introduce the basic 
principles of the ECH and EECC. 
 

4.1.1. elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) 

The ECC algorithm performs better 
cryptography with improved security when it is 
compared with conventional cryptographic 
methods like DH, RSA, and DSA. The ECC 
algorithm provides the same level of security 
even if the key size is reduced compared to the 
conventional techniques. Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) was viewed as an elliptic 
curve analogous to the older discrete 
logarithmic (DL) cryptosystem suggested by 
[11]. The ECC strength depends on the Elliptic 
Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem 
(ECDLP). The two values a and b  is used to 
define the elliptic curve and is represented as 

2
pE (a , b ) : y a x b m o d p   with 

discriminant 3 24 a 2 7 b m o d p 0  . The 

set of points on this curve includes a point at 
infinity denoted by   and all points ( x , y )  

within 
p pF F  that satisfy the equation. The 

variants are ECC are the Diffie‐Hellman 
Algorithm (ECDHA), ECC‐based digital 
signature (ECDSA) [12], and ECC‐based 
encryption is called as Elliptic Curve‐based 
Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES). The 
complete idea behind the Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography scheme is described in the flow 
graph and is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) Scheme: A Flow graph 

Figure 4.  shown the flow process behind ECC and 
the complete shame is described in terms of the 
below steps from which established communication 
between Sender(S) and Receiver(R) 

1. First, the sender chooses the private secret 
key  k from the range {1 to n 1} and 

also selects the base point 
pR  from the 

elliptic curve G . 

2. Next, public key is generated with the 
private key and base point and is defined 

as p
KP k R   

3. In order to perform the encryption of 

messages m . The selected point Q on the 

elliptic curve G and key 

L {1 to n 1}   

4. Based on the above assumption two cipher 
texts were defined: 

1 2 KCT =L R & CT =Q+L P     

5. Now the two cipher texts are transferred 
from sender to receiver over a secure 
channel. 

6. Finally, the receiver gets the 1 2CT & CT  

and obeys the secret key, and at final 
message is decrypted 

2 1m = CT k CT  . 

4.1.2. Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
(EECC): 
The points of an elliptical curve are used by the 
basic cryptographic method known as ECC to 
encrypt data. A particular type of algebraic 
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mathematical curve over prime finite fields is called 
an elliptic curve, or E. The EECC method works 
better than the traditional ECC in terms of cypher 
text, decryption time, encryption, and security. It is 
made to be more difficult since it replaces the text's 
repeating letters with a new cypher text in each 

cycle. The ECCC differs from the standard ECC 
with the generation of public keys from both users 
allowed here with the single base point. Also, 
cipher text generations also had variations 
compared to standard ECC. 

 

select private key k  {1- n},basepoint R on elipticcurve G

Generated public key = k

    

A

A









pR

Sender(S) Reciever(R)
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Figure 5. Extended Elliptic Curve Cryptography (EECC) Scheme: A flow graph
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Figure 5, shows the flow process behind EECC, 
and the complete shame is described in terms of the 
below steps from which established communication 
between the Sender(S) and Receiver(R) 

1. First, the sender and receiver choose the 

private secret keys AK and BK from the 

range {1 to n 1} and also select the 

base point R from the elliptic curve G . 
2. Next, the two public keys are generated for 

both S and R with private keys and base 
point and are defined as 

p
KA AP k R  and  p

KB BP k R   

3. In order to perform the encryption of 
message m . A selected point Q on 

elliptic curve G and key 
2 3L F(X, Y) Y X AX B      

4. Based on the above assumption two cipher 
texts were defined as: 

1 2CT =L R & CT =Q m+n mod n    

5. Now the two cipher texts are transferred 
from sender to receiver over a secure 
channel. 

6. Finally, the receiver got the 1 2CT & CT  

and obey on the secret key and at final 
message is decrypted 
as

1 1
2Q CT Qm mod nm n mod n   

 
4.2. System Model 

The proposed model consists of seven systems, 
which include the Key Generation System (KGS), 
Sender (S), Receiver(R), Quantum Cryptography 
(QC), Key Accordance (KA), Encryption (E), and 
Decryption (D). The algorithms in the system 
model are explained as follows: 
The proposed model CQAEECC uses the following 
functions: 
 Key Generation System ( KGS ): The trusted 

authority system is used to create the private & 
public keys. 

 Sender ( S ): The sender who wishes to 
communicate to the receiver in a secure 
manner with encrypted a cipher text CT of the 
message m . 

 Receiver ( R ): The trusted user-initiated 
requests to the Sender for the cipher text 
decryption and extracted the desired message 
m . 

 Quantum Cryptography ( QC ): The system, 
ensures additional security by providing a 
separate private key to the receiver. 

 Key Accordance (KA): The system is used to 
define the secret shared key obeyed by both 
Sender and Receiver. 

 Encryption (E): Symmetric encryption 
algorithm used for the encryption of message 
m . 

 Decryption (D): Symmetric encryption 
algorithm used for the decryption of message 
m . 
 

4.3 Formal Model 
 
Figure 6-7, shows the flow process behind 
CQAEECC, and the complete scheme is described 
in terms of the below steps from which established 
secure communication between Sender(S) and 
Receiver(R). The complete proposed scheme 
CQAEECC is described in terms of the four 
algorithms which are described below: 
1. Key Generation - keyGen()  : The 

algorithm considers the two-input parameter 

including the private key sk  and a base point 

PR on G .The KGS  outputs a public key 

SPK for Receiver R . 

i. First, the sender and receiver 

choose the private secret keys sk  

and rk  from the range 

{1 to n 1} and also select the 

base point 
TR  from the elliptic 

curve G . 

ii. Next, the two public keys are 

generated for both S and R  with 
private keys and base point and are 

defined as 
S

T
KP k R   and  

R

T
K rP k R   

iii. Later, one additional private key is 
generated from the Quantum 

Cryptography QC  used for 

additional security qk received by 

the R  and same communicated to 
S . 
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2. Key Accordance - keyAcc() : The 

algorithm considers the two-input parameter 

including the private key qk  generated by the 

QC   and public key 
RKP .  The 

KGS outputs are a secret shared key VSA  

for both Sender ( S ) and Receiver ( R ). Intern 

this output is applied to the VkeyDer(SA )  

function and derived the key pair for the 

further process key key{E ,S }  

3. Encryption- Encry() : The algorithm 

considers the three-input parameters including 
the message m and the key pair 

key key{E ,S }   delivered by keyDer()  the 

algorithm. The E outputs PC  a Crypto pair to 

the Receiver ( R ). 
i. In order to perform the encryption 

of messages m . The selected point 
Q on elliptic curve G and the key 

pair key key{E ,S }  . 

ii. With the above parameters applied 
the  Encry()   and 

Tag _ Gen()   functions 

generated Ciphertext and Tag 

T key key TC Encry(E ,m) & T=Tag_Gen(S ,C )
  respectively. 

iii. Next, derived Crypto pair 

p T SC (C ,PK , T)   and 

communicated to the sender 
S over the secure channel.  

4. Decryption - Decry() The algorithm 

considers the three-input parameter including 

the private key qk  generated by the 

QC public key of RPK and Crypto pair 

PC . The D outputs m  . 

i. In order to perform the decryption 
of the message m . First Select 

private key qk  and public key of 

RPK and generate the key pair 

Key key V{E ,S } keyDer(SA )
 . 

ii. With the keyS  and PC  generated 

the Tag R key PT =S (C ) . 

iii. If R(T =T)  consider the PC  

otherwise drop the PC . 

iv. Once the above condition is 
satisfied finally the message m  is 
retrieved with  

Pm Decry(C ) . 
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Figure 6. The flow graph of the Key Generation System in 
CQAEECC
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Figure 8.  The flow graph of the Decryption Systems in CQAEECC 

 

Suppose an eavesdropper saw the communication 
and attempted to decipher it. If the value does not 
match, the message cannot be decrypted without 
the recipient's private key, which is needed to 
produce encryption as the sender and use KDF 
functions. We may state that the eavesdroppers 
cannot access the plaintext. If the private key is 
unknown and does not supply the same optional 
parameter as the sender, the eavesdropper will not 
be able to decode the message, as the above 
CQAEECC method explains.  
 

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

Present-day research is focused on how quantum 
cryptography is used by CQAEECC for the secure 
transmission of data over the network. In this 
section, we compare the performance of proposed 
cryptography with standard public-key encryption 
schemes. All schemes have been measured on an 
Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-1165G7 @ 2.80GHz using 
Qis kit Simulator.  Table 2-5 and Figure 9-12, 
shows the runtime execution time of encryption and 
decryption of the proposed cryptography algorithm 

over standard techniques. The results show that the 
proposed algorithms are the best compared to the 
others in performing the key operations. The 
calculation of the standard ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, 
ECC_QC, and CQAEECC is verified under the 
following parameters. 
 

• Key Generation Time 
• Decryption Time 
• Encryption Time  
• Execution Time 
 

5.1.  Key Generation Time 

Time is taken for generating the elliptic curve’s 
secret key of both standard four ECC, ECDH, 
ECDSA, ECC_QC, and CQAEECC methods. 
Table 2 and Figure 9, below shows the key 
generation time of the suggested and standard 
public key cryptography algorithm in different file 
sizes with and without using quantum 
cryptography. From the consequences shown in 
Table 2 and Figure 9, a comparison analysis of key 
generation time for many file sizes is performed. If 
the file size is from 8 KB to 1024 KB means, then 
the key generation time for the proposed 
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CQAEECC approach is running from 89ms to 
208ms respectively. While comparing to the 
existing approaches ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, and 
ECC_QC approaches take much more time and 
show the strongest security concern. Moreover, it is 
observed that ECC_QC had closure results with the 

suggested CQAEECC method. This result also 
depicts that the key generation time of the proposed 
CQAEECC strategy is slightly higher compared 
with the entire standard techniques intern improves 
the security level. 

 
Table 2. Key Generation Time Analysis of Non-Quantum and Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms 

Figure 9. Key Generation Time Analysis of Non-Quantum and Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms 

5.2. Encryption Time 

Time is taken for generating cipher text over the 
message of both standard and CQAEECC methods. 
Table 3 and Figure 10, below shows the encryption 
time of the proposed and standard public key 
cryptography algorithm in different file sizes with 

and without using quantum cryptography. From the 
results shown in Table 3 and Figure 10, a 
comparison evaluation of encryption time for 
various sizes of file is performed. If the file size is 
from 8 KB to 1024 KB means, then the key 
generation time for the proposed CQAEECC 
method is running from 75 ms to 172 ms 

File size (KB) 

Time (ms) 

ECC ECDH ECDSA ECC_QC CQAEECC 

8 48 54 72 81 89 

16 51 80 85 90 97 

32 59 89 101 111 136 

64 74 95 117 127 153 

128 88 124 145 158 172 

256 91 131 150 159 178 

512 98 143 157 171 187 

1024 102 151 162 195 208 
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correspondingly. While comparing to the existing 
methods ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, and ECC_QC 
approaches take much more time which shows that 
this technique puts additional effort into making 
encryption much better. Moreover, it is observed 
that ECC_QC had also retained some closure effort 
to make the encryption strategy much better 
compared to ECC, ECDH, and ECDSA but not as 
well as the proposed CQAEECC method. This 
result also displays that the encryption time of the 
suggested CQAEECC strategy is slightly higher 
compared with the entire standard techniques. 

 
Table 3. Encryption Time Analysis of Non-Quantum and 

Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms 

 

File size 
(KB) 

Time (ms) 

EC
C 

ECD
H 

ECDS
A 

ECC_Q
C 

CQAEE
CC 

8 20 32 53 67 75 

16 23 38 62 74 82 

32 32 58 88 91 98 

64 35 65 98 103 117 

128 38 73 109 112 128 

256 44 87 127 138 147 

512 48 95 139 149 169 

1024 67 112 146 165 172 

 

 

Figure 10. Encryption Time Analysis of Non-Quantum 
and Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms. 

 

5.3. Decryption Time 
 
Time taken for retrieving message over Ciphertext 
of both standard and CQAEECC methods. Table 4 
and Figure 11, below shows the decryption time of 
the proposed and standard public key cryptography 
algorithm in different file sizes with and without 
using quantum cryptography. From the outcomes 
presented in Table 4 and Figure 11, a comparison 
analysis of decryption time for various sizes of files 
is performed. If the file size is from 8 KB to 1024 
KB means, then the key decryption time for the 
suggested CQAEECC method is running from 83 
ms to 219 ms correspondingly. Compared to the 
existing methods ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, and 
ECC_QC approaches take much more time, which 
shows that this technique puts additional effort into 
making decryption much better. Moreover, it is 
observed that ECC_QC had also retained some 
closure effort to make the decryption strategy much 
better compared to ECC, ECDH, and ECDSA but 
not as well as the proposed CQAEECC method. 
This result also depicts that the decryption time of 
the suggested CQAEECC strategy is slightly higher 
compared with the entire standard techniques 
respectively. 
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Table 4. Decryption Time Analysis of Non-Quantum and 
Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms 

 

File size 
(KB) 

Time (ms) 

EC
C 

ECD
H 

ECDS
A 

ECC_
QC 

CQAEE
CC 

8 18 26 28 69 83 

16 26 32 39 73 95 

32 30 38 84 88 110 

64 39 46 90 95 116 

128 42 73 98 103 132 

256 50 82 111 116 139 

512 65 89 119 125 146 

1024 79 119 160 180 219 

 

Figure 11. Decryption Time Analysis of Non-Quantum 
and Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms 

5.4. Execution Time 

Time taken for execution entire process of secure 
communication from sender to receiver of both 
standard and CQAEECC methods. Table 5 and 
Figure 12, below shows the execution time of the 
proposed and standard public key cryptography 
algorithm in different file sizes with and without 
using quantum cryptography. From the outcomes 

shown in Table 5 and Figure 12, a comparison 
analysis of execution time for various sizes of files 
is performed. If the size of the file is from 8 KB to 
1024 KB means, then the execution time for the 
suggested CQAEECC method is running from 497 
ms to 11946 ms respectively. While comparing to 
the present approaches ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, and 
ECC_QC approaches take much more time and 
show the strongest security concern. Moreover, it is 
observed that ECC_QC had closure results with the 
proposed CQAEECC method. This result also 
depicts that the execution time of the suggested 
CQAEECC strategy is slightly higher compared 
with the entire standard techniques intern improves 
the security level. 

 

 
Figure 12. Execution Time Analysis of Non-Quantum 

and Quantum-based Cryptographic Algorithms. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this research, we examine the effective 
methods that have been suggested for safe 
network-based data transfer. A novel approach 
called the CQAEECC is put forward to guarantee 
the integrity of the data that users in the network 

share and to exchange secret keys. Two 
techniques—EECS and quantum cryptography—
are used in the development of the proposed 
CQAEECC method to shield data owners against 
network attacks. By exchanging shared keys 
produced by quantum cryptography, this technique 
allows both parties to maintain their confidentiality. 
To maintain the secrecy of the data, all active 
owners share a secret key and authenticate each 
other using their public and private keys. The 
parties guarantee the integrity of the exchanged 
data by using these algorithms. The suggested 
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architecture increases the data's encryption and 
decryption time efficiency. The results show that 
our suggested CQAEECC works better in both the 
data sharing and mutual authentication procedures 
than the conventional ECC, ECDH, ECDSA, and 
ECC QC. Our next research will concentrate on 
expanding this technique to a wider cloud 
environment in order to evaluate cryptographic 
threats and improve the method's performance. 
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